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An evaluation was conducted on the persistence of energy savings in a commercial retrofit program. In
two program components, rebate and incentive, commercial customers received financial incentives for
installing energy conservation measures in buildings.

First, second, and third year energy savings for 1987, 1988, and 1989 participants were determined by
statistically comparing the pre- 'to post-program electrical consumption change for participants with the
consumption change for nonparticipants. The first year savings per rebate were 5 annual
megawatt-hours (.6 megawatt-hours/IOOO square feet), 5.3 % of the pre-program consumption. The
savings for three rebate cohorts ranged from 1.3 to 8.6 megawatt-hours .. The persistence of the savings
was 54% for 1987 participants and 67% for 1988 participants.

The average first year savings per incentive building were 151.7 annual megawatt-hours megawatt
hours/l000 square feet), 10.1 % of pre-program consumption. The savings for three groups of medium
and large incentive participants ranged from 57.1 to 89.6 megawatt-hours, and were 1258$5 megawatt
hours for very large participants. The persistence in the savings was 89 % for 1987 participants and 76 %
for 1988 medium and large participants$ For very large participants, second year savings were 38 %
higher than first year savings$

The were 79 % of the projected savings with the savings closer to the pr<Jl1ectea
savings for incentive than for rebate participants. The evaluation findings are discussed in relation to the
reliability of energy savings for commercial retrofit programs, the reasons for the erosion in energy

over time, and research on the relationship between projected and measured energy

Introduction

Seattle a contract with the Bonneville
Power Administration in 1985, to participate
in the Commercial Incentives Pilot In
this program, Seattle City offered financial incen-
tiyes to customers for energy conservation
measures in commercial "These incen-
tives were offered two CIPP programs, rebate and

In the rebate program, the incentives were
offered for small commercial buildings (annual electricity

below 150,000 kilowatt-hours) which had
cost-effective conservation measures on the Bonneville
Power Administration's rebate checklist. In the incentive
program, the incentives were offered for medium and

commercial (annual consumption above
kilowatt-hours) which had cost-effective

conservation measureso The Bonneville Power Administra
tion reimbursed Seattle Light for the payments to the
palrtlC:lp;3ltlnl,g customers.

A limited set of conservation measures were financed in
the rebate of the CIPP program. These measures

included lighting measures and a few building envelope
and heating, ventilating, and air conditioning measures.
For the incentive program, a large number of both simple
and complicated conservation measures were financed$
Examples of simple measures included insulating hot
water tanks and installing an economizer on the Jl..Ii. ......~..q;,.AjUI.,,.,'

ventilating, and air conditioning system. Complicated
measures were replacing resistance heating with heat
pumps and installing automatic controls for temperature
reset on the heating, ventilating, and air conditioning
system.

Four evaluations have been conducted on the energy
savings for participants in the CIPP program. Two of the
evaluations were done at Seattle City Light (Coates 1989;
Coates 1991a;Coates 1991b) with one evaluation each
performed at Tacoma City Light (Perich-Anderson and
Lerman 1991) and the Bonneville Power Administration
(Cambridge Systematics 1990; Dagang 1990)0 Only one of
the four studies examined energy savings beyond the first
year following the installation of conservation measures in



There are two major advantages in analyzing energy
savings with an evaluation design comparing participants
and nonparticipants on the changes in energy consumption
over time.. One advantage is that the comparison holds
constant the year-to-year effect of outside influences (e.. go,
building operating hours, electricity prices) on energy
consumption 0 Since these influences are likely to affect
both the participant and nonparticipant groups, any
differences between the groups in energy consumption can
be attributed to the CIPP program~ A second advantage of
the evaluation design is that there is considerable
comparability between the and nonparticipant
groups on important correlates (eog~, building square
footage) of energy consumption & With this comparability,
participant-nonparticipant differences in gross energy

are probably due to the program, rather than to
group differences on the energy savings correlates~

the participants on square footage of the facility and pre
program electrical consumptiono Seventeen of the fifty-six
nonparticipants were dropped from the current evaluation
because they participated in the program during 1989 or
1990, or had bill history problems.. With these removals,
the nonparticipant group consisted of 39 commercial
customers ..

1988

Energy for 1988 participants were determined
statistically ..... ...,"'......fJ ..............,.jii, the pre- to post-program electrical

change for the three groups
medium and very large incentive)

with the change over the same time period
for comparable groups of nonparticipants.. The pre
program was 1981 with the post-program period

1989 and 1990. The energy savings analysis was
conducted on 42 of the 43 program participants in 1988.
One rebate participant was dropped from the analysis
because of bill history Fourteen of the
two participants were in the rebate program with the
remaining 28 participants being in the incentive programo
The incentive participants were further subdivided for the

analysis into 23 medium and large electrical
consumers and 5 very large consumerso

The nonparticipants, who were part of the second evalua
tion of the program (Coates 1991a), were selected to be
similar to the three participant groups on type of business,
pre-program consumption, and square footage of the
buildings. Nine of the nonparticipants were not available
for the current evaluation because of bill history problems
or their participation in the CIPP program during 1990,
leaving 18 small, 46 medium and large, and 17 very large
nonparticipants for the evaluationo The sman and medium

In this Coates (1991a) found that
for 1987 CIPP participants were 93 %

there was considerable
for this group of CIPP

the
second year
of first year
pelrSl~;terlce in the energy

1

Given the energy for
commercial and program
cost-effectiveness, the purpose of the evaluation
was to examine the persistence of energy savings for 1981
and 1988 program For these cohorts, first
year energy were available from earlier evalua-
tions of the program (Coates 1989; Coates 1991a)o To
determine the second and third year energy savings, the
pre- to consumption change for program

COltnPian:~o with the consumption change
for Once the second and third year energy

the of the savings was
the first year

energy with their second or third year A
second purpose of the evaluation was to examine the first
year energy for 1989CIPP As with
1987 and 1988 for the 1989
cohort were determined the pre- to
program with the

ethod

The final purpose of the evaluation was to determine the
accuracy of the energy for the three
groups of program This assessment was made

...... ....,a"... I>J..""& ...~J.ffi>.. the energy from the evaluation with
the energy

l'he evaluation fJlnr"'I9"n'1Ji0M. was to statlst:XCfllHy compare the
pre- to for 1987
progrnm fur

COIlsumCPt!Olfi data were

incentive
were .._Ol "'-A>-'l

The were commercial customers who had
indicated an interest in the CIPP program, but had not
'&"'lr.",,*ooj-~i"''ll'&'''lr.O~,Q.rl in it were selected in the first evalua-
tion of the CIPP progralTI to be similar to



1989 Program Participants

and large customers had contacted the CIPP program prior
to the evaluation, but had not yet participated in it Only
two very large nonparticipants had indicated an interest in
the CIPP program. Given this situation, additional very
large nonparticipants were drawn from a list of the largest
commercial customers in the Seattle City Light service
area.

esults

1

rebate the projected
calculations or savings developed in a bUllldlLn!2 nr()totvr,e

analysis by the Bonneville Power Administration. For
incentive buildings, the projected energy were
calculated with standardized computer simulation pro
grams such as ADM2 and VCACS. The projected energy
savings were obtained from program records and com
pared to the savings found in this evaluation.

Nonparticipants for the energy were
chosen so that were similar to the participants on
building square footage and pre-program electrical con
sumption. To determine the adequacy of this selection
procedure, t tests were the
pants and on the two variables. Each of
the tests was not statistically > .05),
suggesting comparability between the groups on building
square footage and pre-program electrical consumption.

Table 1 the 1988, and 1990 electri-
cal for aU program for rebate
and incentive participants, and for Since
the program and did not differ
statlsl:1C2lUV on building square and pre-program
electrical statistical tests were
"f'\~'\"'Il_~~~1l"'ill' the two groups on their pre-program (1986) to
post-program (1988, and 1990) consumption
change. Each of the three tests was statistically suznlflCaJat

< that there were energy

energy prepared
for the conservation measures
of program participants~ For

Energy savings for 1989 CIPP participants were assessed
by statistically comparing the pre- to post-program
consumption change for the two participants groups with
the consumption change for like groups of nonparticipants.
There were 54 CIPP participants in 1989 with 18 rebate
and 29 incentive participants having usable consumption
data for the analysis. The pre-program period was 1988
with the post-program period being 1990.

energy
installed in the

The for the energy savings analysis were
customers on the CIPP waiting list. Customers were
chosen who had usable megawatt-hour consumption data
for the pre- and periods, were in the same
commercial subsector as the participants, and had pre
program electrical consumption that was within the range
of by subsector for the CIPP pat"tlC:IPaJlltS.
With these the group consisted
of 38 small customers and 71 customers.

Seattle
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for 1987 CIPP participants in each of the post-program
years.

Table 1 also the second, and third year net
energy savings per building for aU CIPP participants and
separately for rebate and incentive participants. As shown
in the table, the savings by year for all CIPP participants
were: 1988 (30.4 mwh, 1.6 mwh/l000 square feet of con
ditioned building space); 1989 (28.9 mwh, 1.5 mwh/lOOO
square feet); and 1990 (26.1 mwh, 1.4 mwh/lOOO square
feet). The 1988 energy are 18.8% of the pre
program consumption.

There is considerable persistence in these savings figures
with second and third year savings being 95.1 % and
85.9% of first year savings. Additional evidence on the
persistence of the savings was obtained correlating
1988, 1989, and 1990 energy savings. Uniformly high and
positive correlations were obtained (r == .98 for 1988 with
1989; r == .93 for 1988 with 1990; and r == .93 for 1989
with that with savings in a

year were to have high savings in a
sUl,seaUlent year. low savings in a year
were associated with low In a year.
Each of the correlations was at the
s011eveL

participants, and 1258.5 megawatt-hours for very large
incentive participants. In percentage terms, the savings
were 8.9% of the pre-program consumption for rebate
participants, 11 .. 4 % for medium and large incentive
participants, and 9.8 % for very large incentive
participants..

For rebate and medium and large incentive participants,
savings in the second follow-up year, 1990, were some
what lower than the first year savings (Table 2). The
second year savings were 67.4% (rebate) and 75.9%
(medium and incentive) of the first year savings for
the two groups~ For very large incentive participants,
there was considerable persistence in the savings as
second year savings were 37.9 % higher than the first year
savings. The correlation between the two savings figures
for all 1988 participants was positive and statistically
significant (r == .89, P < .01), indicating that savings (or
lack of for individual were maintained
from 1989 to 1990.

1

Statistical tests were performed to assess the similarity of
the and nonparticipant groups on of busi
ness, building square footage, and pre-program consump
tion. Each of the t-tests was not statistically significant (aU

< .05), suggesting comparability between the partici-
and on the three variables.

The of the selection for '&"llr-.·,... .......'1I ....+.,n".

was assessed with chi square or t tests V'U'&JU.,..,,,,,-.I'. AlLlJlM,

the relevant and groups on
of pre-program and
square Each of the tests was not

>
between the groups on each of the three variables.

The net first year per for rebate
pants were 5.9 annual megawatt-hours megawatt
hours/lOOO square feet); the savings for incentive
participants were 57.1 megawatt-hours (1.8 megawatt
hours/IOOO square feet). In percentage terms, the savings
were 5s I % of the pre-program consumption for rebate
participants and 7.2 % for incentive participants.

Table 3 the 1988 and 1990 electrical COI1SUJrnD1Jon
for rebate and incentive participant and nonparticipant
groups. A t-test comparing the pre- to post-program
consumption change for incentive participants with the
consumption change for nonparticipants was statistically
IJIlJ:i".A,£JJ,I!'~""'"'-lIlJlll. (p < 005). For rebate participants, however,
the t-test was not statistically significant > .05).

theTable 2 and 1990 electrical
COIlsumr,tlolfl for and very
_n"'o+ ..... 11<1..·'..f1l.;>">'t and T-tests ro..-...1t__".. ....,.,...."'"

ilie~~~ fur
with the like group of nO]np~lrUcn:~an·tswere statisti-

Ct·Ir.r·~.T1u·"\n,,>"Il+ for the rebate in 1989 and for

program in 1989 and 1990 (all
< The t-tests for the

medium and in 1989 (p < .06), and
were not for the rebate and for the
medium and in 1990 > 005).

Table 2 shows the first and second year net energy
per for medium and large, and

CIPP participants. As shown in the the
first year were 8.6 for

89.6 for incentive

Table 4 summarizes the first year energy savings by pre
senting the savings across aU rebate and incentive partici
pants.. As shown in the table, the average first year
savings per building for rebate participants were 5.0
annual megawatt-hours megawatt-hours/IOOO square

5.3 % of the pre-program consumption. For
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Table 5 shows the mean and evaluation energy
for 1987, 1988, and 1989 CIPP participants and

the evaluation savings as a percentage of the projected
for 1989 participants, the evaluation

for incentive participants were very close to the
projected savings with the savings across the three
participant groups 82 % of the projected savings 0 In
contrast to these findings, the evaluation savings for the
three groups of rebate were only 28 % of the
projected savingso The evaluation ranged from 9 %
to 45 % of the for the three rebate
groups 0

Staff in the CIPP program conducted interviews
with program on the reasons for the

Persistence of D-fI1!Qvnrur ;s'avJ,ntJYf: in a Commercial Conservation RJri)Cir,am - 7~41
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between and evaluation energy
U''''''''''.<t''''=L"," Table 6 shows that the four reasons for the
evaluation lower than the projected
were new in the the instal-
lation of the conservation measures, hours of
bUllldJln!! op~~ra1tlOjl~ failure of the conservation measures,
and inaccurate in the used for
A .... ~A,.lI'lnT., ........... the -n1ll"r1.1t::1>ro~t::1>.rlI

--

iscussion

Conservation measures are installed in commercial
buildings to increase the efficiency of energy using
equipment in the buildings. In the current research,
efficiency was assessed through an analysis of the energy

on billing records for a group of buildings which
were retrofitted the CIPP program. For these

to be useful both to program planners and partici-
the must be reliable. That the savings

should occur under prescribed circumstance not once, but

7~42 ~ Coates
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The reliability of energy savings for the CIPP program
was demonstrated in the research reported in this paper.

savings for rebate participants were consistent
across three cohorts of program participants. The savings
per building for 1987, 1988, and 1989 rebate participants
ranged from .3 megawatt-hours/IOOO square feet to 100
megawatt-hours/IOOO square feet with the average savings
per building across the three groups being 86 megawatt
hours/l000 square feet.



Reliability was also demonstrated in the energy savings for
three cohorts of incentive participantse Excluding the very
large incentive participants, the savings for 1987, 1988,
and 1989 incentive participants ranged from Ie? megawatt
hours/IOOO square feet to 2e3 megawatt-hours/l000 square
feete For the very large incentive participants, the average
savings per building were 3e3 megawatt-hour/IOaO square
feet

The amount of energy savings for rebate and incentive
participants is another demonstration of the reliability of
the energy savings in this evaluation. Across the three
cohorts of program participants, the energy savings were
consistently higher for incentive participants than for
rebate participantse When the savings are averaged across
the three cohorts, the average savings per building for
rebate participants were 5.0 annual megawatt-hours per
building; for incentive participants, the average savings
across the three groups were 152 per

forecast future or to conduct an evaluation of the
energy at some future date..

It was also found in the evaluation that the second year
energy for very incentive were
38 % higher than the first year This for
very large incentive participants may not be due to conser
vation related actions in the For one of the five
pa]rtlC:lp~mt:s, the interview with person
nel revealed that the substantial decrease in energy
COJ1SU,mt_tloln t'()H()WJlnQ program was due in

to a sizable decrease in the :number of
tenants. Given this interview and the small
size for the very incentive some caution
is needed in the for this group on
tence of energy Additional research on a (~~!t~~-arlV-

case basis is needed with very incentive to
further understand the extent to which their energy

over time~

There was considerable variation in the
between the and evaluation energy for
CIPP For the three groups of rebate

and for 1989 incentive the
evaluation energy were a small (9 % to
41 %) of the For 1987 and 1988 incen-
tive the evaluation were
close to the nfOl1ectea

for
54% for

There was considerable peJrSls;terlce in the energy
for incentive from first
year to second year 89 %
for 1987 and 76% for 1988 medium and
paJrtlC~lp~mt;s" There was some in the
rebate with this
1987 partlc11pants and 67 % for 1988 par1tlCu)anlts.

that the

are
between the

These results are similar in studies
reviewed Nadel and found in 14
studies of commercial bUII011rl2S that the evaluation
were 75 % of the close to the 79 %
found in this evaluatione also found considerable
variation across the 14 studies in the between
evaluation and energy Evaluation

from 36 % to over 200 % of prc~lected

with most of the studies
reliaU()nSJnlp was between 60 % and 110 %.

interviews with
the

and the
several reasons in the

lower than the
reasons included the instal-

in the in
failure of the conservation Dleasures, and

with the used in the
UJl.'U'I\..A".-il.VU energy

A second way of at the energy for
program is that there was erosion in the

over timee This erosion in energy may be
due to several changes in the

OUlldl1t1gs toH,owmil the installation of the energy
conservation measures, relTIoval of some measures, and
the of energy conservation actions

SOine evidence on in the was
available from the interviews with program

In the several
OU1HClJlDl! ,..._r::~ ....nf' ........ rq hours and the of

eQ1HPlmelt1t U)!U)WllniY the installation of

1990 for CIPP are
to vary with the of energy conservation

awareness and the extent
to which install conservation measures on their own,
maintenance of conservation equipment in the OUJlIOJlI1gs,
and in and 1986;

Information on these factors would be
needed to obtain an accurate estimate of future for
CIPP whether this information was used to

Persistence of ~nJOR'n"u ,;sav~,ntJr~~ 11'1 a Commercial Conservation DJrflor,am ~ 1~43



Future research should move beyond the simple compari
son of projected and evaluation energy savings for a group
of commercial buildings. One approach would be to
examine the relationship of projected and evaluation
savings for groups of buildingss Examples of these groups
might include buildings which had different end-uses
affected by the energy conservation measures or for which
different methods were used in calculating the projected
energy savings. Another approach would be to gather data
on changes in the buildings from the pre- to the post
program period, and then relate these changes to the
fmdings on projected and evaluation savings. Examples of
these changes include occupancy hours, ratings for new
equipment installed, and the number of tenants in the
buildings.
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